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Where fine art and fine metalwork meet

CAPTURE THE DREAM
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As a fine art landscape photographer capturing the 

contours of the land, the subtleness of the light, the 

atmosphere and the story are all essential qualities of my 

work.  

So when the opportunity arose to work with a classic 

motorcycle enthusiast, it resulted in a somewhat 

unexpected but perhaps not unforeseeable opening up of 

a new passion - one maybe best described as ‘where fine 

art and fine metalwork meet’!  

Whilst seemingly far from my usual work capturing 

landscapes, translating the contours of the bike, working 

creatively with the lighting and bringing out the beauty in 

its design and story all offer a synergy I love.

Don’t hesitate to get in touch, whether you’re looking for a 

classic shot of your pride and joy, something more creative 

and specialist to treasure, or bespoke advertising work.

www.cscmotorcyclephotography.co.uk

robert@cscmotorcyclephotography.co.uk

Bio
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The Art of 
Motorcycle 
Photography

Where fine art and fine metalwork meet

Creating unique artwork that you will treasure 
and proudly own as part of your bikes history.
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Commercial

Package Includes:

- Bespoke work on location or in studio
- Ideal for advertising work and commercial websites
- Creative images with attention to detail
- High-resolution images on USB
- Aluminium print (18 x 12 inches)
- Copyright transferred (image credit to CSC)



Personal

Package includes:
 
- 3-5 hours on location
- Series of images taken on our day together
- 1 x Aluminium print (18 x 12 inches)
- Photo book (similar to this booklet) with all the additional images taken on the day
- Additional images available to purchase separately.
- USB with medium-resolution images - ideal for screen savers / personal social media account with
  non-commercial activities. 
- Copyright remains with the artist, CSC.
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2. The Photo Day

1. Booking

We’ll stay in touch and keep an eye on the weather.  If the days we provisionally booked turn 
out to be poor, we can rearrange. Don’t worry too much though as you may be surprised by the 
days which work well - often wet, dark days can create some stunning and dramatic images 
but rest assured wind and rain are not a friend to either of us.

Working either early morning or at dusk for the golden hour light, we’ll be working together 
for 3-5 hours - bring your picnic and flask so that you can enjoy some time out capturing the 
beauty of your bike.

Don’t forget some final polishing cloths, so we work together to ensure we get the best results.

After the day, I’ll process the images, which can take up to two weeks – tricky I know but 
worth the wait I’m sure.

Simply get in touch via email or visit our website, and we’ll take it from there.

Once you’ve paid your deposit, we’ll book 3-4 convenient dates into our diaries (you never 
know with the weather!) and arrange a call by phone or zoom. We’ll talk about possible 
locations, times, your bike and ideas, as well as any questions you may have.

I’ll go away afterwards and research the locations and start pulling together some ideas. I’m 
afraid you’ll have the hard work though, ensuring your bike is clean and sparkly ready for the 
big day.

The Process
Just as your bike is your passion, photography is mine. 

From booking, to the shoot, to talking through your images and receiving the final products, I want this to 
be a great experience that will be remembered and looked back upon.
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3. When the Wait is Over

4. The Moment

I’ll get in touch, and we’ll set up an online zoom call.  It’d be helpful if you have the best screen 
possible for a slide show presentation and feel free to invite family and/or friends along for 
popcorn and a drink if you’d like some help in choosing your favourite image or maybe just to 
share time together.

After the initial viewing, you decide on the images you like – the first is already included – an 
18x12 inch sparkling Aluminium that will be ready to hang. Should you wish, the other works 
are all available to purchase, and full details will be provided, so you have all the information 
you need.

Once you have confirmed your order (and made payment for any additional images should you 
so wish) we’ll process your prints.  Once again patience will be required as this can take two to 
four weeks.

The much-anticipated event, the wait is over. Your prints will be courier delivered straight to 
your door – all you need now are the hooks to hang the artworks and it’s your time to enjoy.
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The Print
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The Print
Each print is issued with a uniquely numbered Certificate of Authenticity and registered at 
myartregistry.com. 

Aluminium Prints
Using the latest in high-definition metal print technology images are printed onto a thin 
1.1mm ChromaLuxe aluminium panel. Images are first printed in reverse on sublimination 
paper using Epson Ultrachrome DS inks.  The paper is then attached to a specially coated 
aluminium panel and pressed under high temperature and pressure.  The inks become a 
gas which infuses into the coating providing a crisp, sharp image with an amazing depth of 
colour. 

Through this process and, as with any indoor artwork, when exposure to direct sunlight is 
restricted, ChromaLuxe metal prints have been tested by Wilhelm Imaging Research and 
achieved a permanence rating of more than 64 years (https://www.starttosublimate.com/search/print-life).  

Fine Art Prints
Images are printed onto acid-free paper confirming to museum quality for the highest 
age resistance. Printed using a professional printer and Epson Ultrachrome PRO archival 
pigment inks, when cared for these prints will last a life-time.

The Camera
Currently I am using a high quality Canon full frame EOS camera with Canon lens. All 
images are processed by myself to my high expectations for quality.

Copyright
The artist reserves to themselves all copyrights in the work of fine art and reproductions 
may not be made without the artist’s permission unless purchased as part of the Custom 
advertising package.
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CONTACT

robert@cscmotorcyclephotography.co.uk

www.cscmotorcyclephotography.co.uk

All rights reserved
All images and text Copyright © 2022, Robert Broughton

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy-
ing, recording, or otherwise, without prior consent in writing from the author.
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